Humanitarian Update #93
as of February 27, 2024
UCCA invests in Anti-drone equipment
...and delivers to various troops to help safeguard the men and women on Ukraine’s frontlines.
Warm winter combat gear...

**UCCA purchases requested combat shirts, pants and jackets for a newly-formed Special Operations unit.**
Update
Operation: Against the Cold

UCCA continues to deliver supplies and heated socks to troops in the east
... and to National guard units protecting Ukraine.
UCCA continues procuring, sorting and packing carloads of humanitarian aid.
This week deliveries of food, medicines and hygiene & baby products were made to IDPs now living in Brovary, Kyiv Oblast...
...and to elderly IDPs now living in an assisted living facility.
#SupportUkraine

UCCA is grateful to all of our donors. Your support and generosity has allowed us to deliver over $41million worth of humanitarian aid and non-lethal assistance.

As we enter the 3rd year of Russia’s brutal genocidal war, UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generosity.

Thank you for your support!